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Für Veranstaltungen sind Veranstaltungsvorlagen zu verwenden
(Agenda, Einladung etc.).
Es wird dann die Veranstaltungsrubrizierung verwendet.

An all-round solution
to empower employees.
The way we work is changing dramatically. Employees enjoy more flexibility

In the afternoon portion of the workshop we are happy

in their work days and are increasingly mobile, allowing virtually seamless

to discuss the following topics in detail:

productivity – from desk, to home, to meeting room, to travels. It’s almost
as if work has become detached from time and space. However, the modern

Collaboration.

anywhere workplace means all new challenges for organisations. IT work-

 Skype

for Business / Teams

places are increasingly complex and difficult to deploy.

 Office

365 Collaboration Tools

From planning, financing and licensing, to rollouts, user training and support

Infrastructure.

– managing an IT workplace ties up a lot of resources in your company. And

 Azure

that’s far from the end of it. Critical security, mobility, collaboration, infrastructure and software deployments require thorough consideration. The need for

Mobility.

smooth, undisrupted business processes calls for an effective workplace so-

 Intune

lution that tackles all these challenges head-on. Bechtle offer custom-tailored

 Office

365

half-day or full-day workshops to explore the Modern Workplace against the
backdrop of your individual needs.

Security.
 GDPR

The workshop kicks off in the morning with a look at the big picture that is

 IT

the Modern Workplace. We will show you the products and solutions that are

 SAM

available and match your existing IT infrastructure, along with valuable tips and

 Azure

Risk Consulting
Backup und Azure DR

recommendations to help you plan a successful strategy. Would you like to delve deeper into a particular Modern Workplace topic or even plan a proof of

Costs.

concept?

 ½
 1

day Modern Workplace overview: CHF 1000.–*

day Modern Workplace overview plus individual

topics: CHF 2000.–*
Further information:

 Proof

bechtle.ch

*All prices listed exclude value-added tax and any travel expenses

Bechtle Schweiz AG
Phone +41 848 820 420
info.ch@bechtle.com | bechtle.ch
Basel | Bern | Carouge | Mägenwil | Morges | Pratteln | Regensdorf | Rotkreuz | St.Gallen

of Concept (PoC) on request
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